Real-time systems are becoming more and more complex, making it hard for the industrial community to actually use experimental tools which are able to resolve some of the specification and verification issues of such systems. This work presents a tool which automatically transforms a domain specific language for the specification of real-time systems into a time Petri net and some associated logical formulas. The TINA model checking toolbox is then used on the generated model to complete the automatic verification chain. Using this chain, the users can check real-time systems' validity without any prerequisite knowledge on how it actually were accomplished.
INTRODUCTION
Real-time systems are systems capable of reacting to external events before a certain amount of time specified a priori. It is essential to trust them since they are used in human safety critical systems such as aircraft, spacecraft, nuclear plants, etc. This confidence is hard to claim because such systems may possess complex behaviors, such as distributed system with many agents. But even a system as simple as a sensor can become practically impossible to check, due to the dense nature of time. In its essence, there is no atomic grain of time and, for example, certifying communicating systems for which we cannot state any conditions on communication arrival times (because of the absence of atomic time grain) can be a real challenge. One way to gain confidence is to actually see them running and this is why test and simulation are the most common techniques used in industry to certify that a critical system is correct. However, neither simulation nor test can guarantee that a system will effectively work in every possible situations.
Instead of the simulation or test techniques, this work is based on the so-called model checking technique, which consists of an exhaustive and automatic exploration of an input model (the specification) as a mean to extract from it interesting properties, expressed by logic formulas. POLA 1 is a highly declarative domain specific language (DSL). One of its features is the ability to be coupled with a behavioral language whenever a specific behavior is needed that is not expressible using the core declarative part of the language. We currently use Petri nets to describe these specific behaviors, but we built the language such that the behavioral part is orthogonal to the declarative part, thus allowing the use of any language sufficiently expressive (timed automata or any languages with approximately the same expressivity level than Petri nets).
At its earliest stages this tool have been thought of as a means to check schedulability on a very simple type of systems but, as it matured, the specifiable system range increased, as well as the checkable properties number. Those properties can be part of the automatic generation process, as we will see in section 4, or they can be specific to a specification, using an adequate temporal logic formula. Even if the system schedulability check remains one of the most important properties, it is not the only one possible. Once the schedulability is ensured, it is essential to make sure that the system actually do what it is expected to do in spite of the constraints imposed by the scheduler. Moreover, it is not because a system correctly behaves when working with a scheduler that it will remain true for any schedulers. Thus, the specific verification needs are impossible (and especially counterproductive) to take into account in a general and automatic way, the designer being the most capable of choosing the most interesting properties to check.
The next section will introduce the real-time system DSL POLA. Then two case studies will be presented: one will show the capabilities of POLA to handle OSEK [3] like systems, and the other to demonstrate the possibilities of this language with regard to the ARINC 653 standard [1] . These two standards are respectively used in automotive and avionic industries. Then, with the help of a simple example, we will present the inner core of the tool, followed by some experiments, to finally conclude this paper with a related works section.
THE POLA LANGUAGE: A DOMAIN SPECIFIC LANGUAGE FOR REAL-TIME SYSTEMS
In our model of real-time, we represent task systems in which there are resources and tasks scheduled according to scheduling policies. The scheduler description is split in two parts: the policy and the resource allocation. Systems. A (task) system is the higher level element of a POLA specification. It allows a better decomposition in functional parts of the global system (parts in which names are protected according to the hierarchy of the POLA elements). A system can be preemptable: every clocks within that system are suspended when the system is disabled. In the default case (no preemptable keyword) the clocks of such a system are reset when it is disabled. A system includes the definition of tasks, resources, scheduling policies, resources allocations, and a possible ad-hoc behavior.
Tasks. Tasks are the operational elements handleable by the scheduler. They can be decomposed in several actions, in which case they require the adjunction of a behavioral glue between each of the actions to represent the task behavior; or by a single one, fully representing the computational capacity of the task. A task can have a period interval parameter: a point interval represents a periodic task, an unbounded interval represents a sporadic task, etc. A real-time task also have a deadline parameter defining the instant after which the task is to be considered faulty. Deadline misses are captured by events which are handleable at the verification phase. A task must specify a scheduling policy according to which it will be scheduled. Finally, a task can be declared (resp. not) preemptable (preemptable is set by default), which tells the scheduler it has (resp. has not) the capacity to interrupt it.
Policies. Policies define tasks priority order. The set of all the tasks is partitioned according to the available policies. To describe policies, we adapted the work in [8] , in which the author used a mathematical representation of a task with which he could represent a wide range of policies and be able to reason about them. As the result of this adaptation, a policy is specified by one of the two sort operations: max and min and by a linear expression on the following characteristics of the tasks: Capacity (C), i.e. the sum of the execution times of the task's actions; Period (P), deadline (D) and user fixed priority level (L). For example:
policy RateMonotonic is min P
These are static characteristics. To define Earliest Deadline First (EDF), we must use dynamic characteristics written using lower case letters (c, p, d) instead of upper case ones (C, P, D); L has no dynamic counterpart. Here are some examples of how policies can be written in POLA, using a list of commonly used scheduling policies:
• Deadline monotonic ⇐⇒ policy DeadlineMonotonic is min D • Rate monotonic ⇐⇒ policy RateMonotonic is min P • User Defined ⇐⇒ policy UserDefined is min L. L is fixed by the user by adding to task declaration, the keyword level followed by a natural number. • Earliest Deadline First ⇐⇒ policy EarliestDeadlineFirst is min (D -d). This policy is not handled by POLA right now. The d means the dynamic clock running as soon as a task is released and stopped and reset as soon as a task is unreleased. D is the deadline, so D − d 3rd International Workshop on Verification and Evaluation of Computer and Communication Systems is the dynamic value that gives the time left before deadline. Taking the minimum of these values is then equivalent to have a E.D.F. policy. • First come first served (a.k.a FIFO) ⇐⇒ policy FIFO is max p. As previously for d, p is the dynamic clock that starts running as soon as the task is released and reset only on a new period event (when P is reached) or if period generation is deactivated (in which case it is also stopped). Then max p correspond to the earliest released task (because it has the highest p), and then it is indeed the first that "came" (and will be the first served).
We recall that the POLA tool currently uses prioritized time Petri nets as its back-end language. Even if we are confident that some of the dynamic policies (like EDF or FIFO) can indeed be translated in prioritized time Petri nets, this is not obvious for the general case and consequently, the implementation of such dynamic policies is left for future works. Furthermore, we think that this high expressivity exigence of dynamic policies' translation is an issue for many current dense time models (such as timed automata). This may not be the case for hybrid automata, but this formalism is not quite suited for model checking.
Allocations. The scheduling policies, stating tasks execution order, are not sufficient to completely specify a scheduler: it still needs to know the resource(s) a task requires for its execution. This is the role of the allocation elements. It specifies a task list and a resource list where each task of the task list require every of the resources in the resource list to be available to be able to execute. Availability of a resource means that this resource can be preempted, or simply that no task uses it at the moment. Even if an allocation links tasks to resources, it is itself linked to actions. It allows a more dynamic resource allocation of tasks (because allocations can be deactived), while keeping task (instead of actions) as the lowest element handleable by the scheduler, which means a less complex scheduler.
The scheduler is automatically generated from the informations of policies, allocations and preemptability of tasks and resources. The role of the scheduler is to give (resp. take) the resources to (resp. from) the task currently possessing the highest (resp. lower) priority.
Behaviors. This part allows the user to define a specific behaviour (using Petri nets) and binds it to the current POLA specification. The bindings are done using what we call accessors which are actually labels. Binding operation is then the composition of the POLA translated net and the given behavior, according to labels.
CASE STUDIES
This section presents two case studies that have been successfully handled by POLA, giving a good idea of what it can successfully be applied on.
OSEK like systems
The OSEK standard [3] defines an operating system adapted to the automotive industry. Group of tasks is one of its many features. Every tasks within a group of tasks are considered not preemptable by the other tasks of the same group. This case study is a system that respects OSEK standard and specify two groups of tasks. The first one have a higher priority than the second. Therefore, every tasks in the second group are preemptable by any tasks in the first group, but no tasks within the first group are preemptable by any other tasks. The standard also defines that tasks can indeed be preempted at certain points of their execution. This can be specified using multiple actions: a task is decomposed into two successive actions, the first freeing the resources as soon as it finishes its activity (this is denoted by the giveback keyword); the second terminating the task (denoted by the keyword endoftask).
In this case study, the important point is the resource management specification. The tasks in the first group have to always be capable of preempting task that belong to the second group. Inside the first group, resource attribution behaves according to the corresponding scheduling policy. To specify this behavior, we use a preemptable resource (proc in this example) that every tasks of the system are allowed to use. A consequence of this choice, is that every tasks of the first group must have a higher priority than every tasks of the second group. Because tasks of the first group are not preemptable (even by tasks of the first group) they are declared not preemptable. Tasks of the second group behaves in the same way: while a second group task is executing, no second group tasks can interrupt it. But we cannot declare them not preemptable, as we did with first group tasks, because this would specify that no tasks can interrupt second group tasks, but in our case, we actually wanted first group tasks to be able to interrupt second group tasks. Instead of declaring tasks as not preemptable, we use another resource (vproc in this example) which is declared not preemptable and can be considered as a virtual resource. Only second group tasks are allowed to use it, and thus, because they use two resources, one stealable by first group tasks and the other not stealable by anyone, we are assured that second group tasks will not be interrupted by any tasks except those of first group.
system osek is res vproc is not preemptable res proc is preemptable not preemptable task T1 is action act1 in [5, 5] with alloc1 period [31,31] deadline 21 policy RM end task T2 is action act1 in [4, 4] with alloc2 period [73,73] offset [7, 7] deadline 25 policy RM end task T3 is action act1 in [7, 7] with alloc2 giveback action act2 in [8, 8] with alloc2 endoftask period [97, 97] deadline 45 policy RM behavior is tr a1end s1 -> s2 tr a2end s2 -> s1 pl s1 (1) lb indus.T3.act1 a1end lb indus.T3.act2 a2end end policy RM is min P allocation alloc1 is resources proc tasks T1 allocation alloc2 is resources proc, vproc tasks T2, T3 end FIGURE 1: OSEK like task system In the example of figure 1, the task T 1 belongs to the first group and T 2 and T 3 belong to the second one. To be able to execute, T 1 only requires the resource proc, which is always preemptable (even if it is not really important here as no other task belongs to the first group). Tasks T 2 and T 3 require both proc and vproc to execute: vproc to express non preemptability and proc because first group tasks have to be allowed to preempt them. The allocation parts, alloc1 and alloc2, are responsible for the specification of which tasks require which resources, thus indicating to the scheduler the actions it will have to take. Although in this example it may seem redundant to associate allocation to actions, this is in fact not the case, as a task can have numerous actions (like for the task T3) and use a different allocation for each. By associating allocation to actions, tasks are then able to use different resources all along their execution.
Described alone, two actions are considered to run simultaneously as soon as the allocation give to the task all the needed resources. This is not the behavior we want. To make them run one after the other, we will use a specific behavior described using Petri nets (a textual form to be precise). First, we must say that initially the task is in state s1 (i.e. initially place s1 have one token, place is specified using pl keyword). We then specify that from s1 we can go to task state s2 (this is done with the transition a1end, transitions are specified using tr keyword), and the other way around for transition a2end. Then we link those transitions with the actions: act1 is linked to a1end and act2 to a2end (using the lb keyword). This means that the firing condition of a1end (i.e. there must be a token in s1) is added to act1 (and this is the same for act2 w.r.t a2end). The action act1 can only 3rd International Workshop on Verification and Evaluation of Computer and Communication Systems be activated when there is a token in s1. When it finishes, it removes the token in s1 and create a new one in s2, which activates act2 in turn.
ARINC 653 like Partitioning Systems
ARINC 653 [1] is an avionic standard especially thought to ease certification processes as defined in the DO-178 norm. One of the main characteristics of ARINC 653 standard definition is that it uses the so-called partitions. A partition regroup tasks operating within the same time frame and within the same memory space. Partitions are useful because they split independent processes, so that they can run on the same hardware, but without even knowing that they are sharing resources. Thus, when a process hangs, the sane parts are not affected (under the assumption that the partition switching process remain sane). Such a system is specified on the figure 2. A system that respects the ARINC 653 standard comprise several partitions executed sequentially and periodically. When the end of an execution frame of a partition has been reached, it is suspended and the next one is resumed. Even if partitions are independent, the time model is not manipulated as we would expect it to be, that is, local to partitions. Indeed, in the standard definition, time is considered global and it is up to the user to keep into account the duration of the other partitions when building the architecture of a partition. Even if it is expressively powerful, it can be the source of many errors, as, for example, it allows to release a task outside the execution time interval of the partition to which it belongs, which in turn may shift deadline outside the execution frame of its partition. As far as we know, such possible behaviors are avoided by ARINC 653 users by using a coding rule set, which is equivalent to consider time as local to partitions. Those rules form a subset of ARINC 653 , and this is this subset that can be easily specified using POLA.
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The example of figure 2 is composed of two preemptable systems named partition1 and partition2 and of a controller system arinc653. The keyword preemptable is used in front of the system declaration to specify that such a system can be suspended. This means that all the clocks of a preemptable system are suspended when the system is suspended. Initially the system partition2 is suspended (declared with noinit) whereas partition1 system is initially running. Both systems are identical: they possess two tasks which are scheduled according to "minimum capacity first" (min C), thus task T1 have a higher priority than T2. The resource they use is preemptable, but this is not a very useful information in this system as each task have the same period. The successive execution and suspension of the two partitions is done by the arinc653 controller system. The behavior is identical to the one presented in the OSEK case study. The accessors used in this example allow the user to change the activity of a system: if a system is inactive, it is suspended (and it executes if the system is active).
VERIFICATION
An input POLA model is automatically translated into a time Petri net [7] (extended with priorities, see [2] , and stopwatches [12] when needed), which gives an operational model of the system. Along with this Petri net, it also automatically produces a set of temporal logic formula, giving the set of the expected properties. Those two elements are given as input to the TINA toolbox [4] which is in charge of the actual analysis step. The analysis concludes whether the expected properties hold for the checked specification. See figure 3 for a better view of the data flow. The verification process of the tool is presented using a very simple POLA model. This simplicity is required to be able to present every step of this verification process. The simple POLA model we chose (see figure 4 ) is made of a single resource proc and two tasks T 1 and T 2. The scheduling policy is Rate Monotonic which implies that T 1 have the highest priority because of its lowest period.
system simple is res proc is preemptable policy RM is min P task T1 is action a1 in [1, 1] with alloc period [2, 2] deadline 1 policy RM end task T2 is action a1 in [1, 1] with alloc period [3, 3] Even if the goal of this paper is not to present POLA's semantics, we wanted here, using a very simple example, to skim over how the translation, which we recall is automatically done, is accomplished and, as a side effect, what the result looks like.
The decomposition depicted in figures 5, 6, 7 and 8 presents the four patterns needed in this example: actions, period, deadline and allocations. The Time Petri nets presented in this figure use several extensions: read arcs [9] which are drawn using a completely black circle instead of an arrow; they work like normal arcs but when the transition is fired, the tokens are not removed. This extension is very useful when used together with time transitions [10] . There are some inhibitor arcs [11] , drawn using a black circle filled in white. These arcs prevent the transition from being fired whenever the precondition would be fulfilled with a normal arc, in other words this is a negative of read arcs. And finally stopwatch arcs [12] , drawn using a black square. They suspend the transition clock when the stopwatch conditions are not fulfilled.
Let us describe those different patterns:
Common to all Every pattern inside a system will require this system to be active(simple.active). Action Because there is a preemptive resource, the actions are split into two transitions: a transition holding the actual time information (transitions tau), and a transition representing the actual action (transition act). An action requires the task to be released (simple.T1.released). As this is the only action, it ends the task (coded with a normal arc from T1.proc to Act). As soon as tau has fired, act can fire and must fire urgently (because of [0, 0] interval). The arc from canFire and tau is an inhibitor arc that prevents tau to be fired when canFire have at least one token. Finally, the clock of tau advance when the task possesses the processor (when there is a token in simple.T1.proc) and act frees the processor at the end of its execution (in simple.proc). Period When the system is active, the period generator periodically generates a token in simple.T1.released indicating the task is released, and in simple.T1.DLCheck indicating the deadline checker is turned on. The place simple.T1.period.active indicates activity of the period generator. Therefore, the generator can only work if it is activated, and after generating a period it reactivates itself (usefull to be able to interrupt for a time the period generation). Deadline The deadline counts the time elapsed since the instant the task have been released (coded using a read arc) and desactives itself as soon it fires (in this model we do not interrupt the behavior on a deadline miss, this is left to the user to accept or not system in which D can be fired).
simple.T1.DLCheck

Allocations
The Allocation is the decision center of the scheduler. This pattern is in charge of taking/giving ressources from/to tasks. Each transition represents a possible case. Here, because there is very few tasks, the generated allocation pattern is very small, but as the reader might imagine, when there are numerous tasks, the number of possible cases increases greatly. The user can active/deactivate an allocation globaly (no token in simple.alloc.active) or for a task (no token in simple.alloc.T1.active). To deactivate an allocation for a given task means that the parts of the allocation giving resources to the task are deactivated. A task can only receive a resource 3rd International Workshop on Verification and Evaluation of Computer and Communication Systems when it is released (simple.T1.released). There is two possible cases for the task T1 to have the processor: either the processor is free and T1 does not possess it, or the processor belongs to T2 (and then T1 does not have the processor. This case is usefull when there can be more than one resource (as for multicore processors)). There is only one possible case for T2, because it has the smallest priority of the two. For T2 to have the resource simple.T2.proc, it must be free (simple.proc).
Priorities are missing on the graphical representations: actions and period have a greater priority than allocations; deadlines are of lower priority lower than actions; allocations are ordered in the priority relation according to the scheduling policy of the tasks participating to the allocation. After the translation of the POLA model into a Petri net, this Petri net is given as an input of the TINAexplorer (see figure 3 ), which is in charge of the exhaustive behavior exploration of this simple network. The result of the exploration is given by the easy to read Kripke structure of figure  9 . This automaton-like representation expresses every possible behaviors of the system starting from state 0. The reader will note that the behavior of this system is extremely cyclic. This structure is then passed as an input to the model checker along with the three following basic properties:
Does a given task T i miss its deadline? This is checked by the Linear Time Logic (LTL) formula:
[]¬DLM iss Ti , where DLM iss Ti represents the deadline miss event of task T i .
Does a task execute at least one time each of its actions?
This is checked by the LTL formula on every actions: ⋄Action Ti j , where Action Ti j is the Action j of T i . The user only see and manipulate its POLA model and eventually get the result from the verification chain (see fig 1) , thus demonstrating how far we can go in hiding the verification process to the end user.
Does each action execute infinitely often?
From the tool output printed below, there first appears TINAouput which give some informations about the generated kripke structure (stored in a file with ktz extension). Then appears the checking step of the three formulas presented earlier. The result is that this model does not miss any deadline, nor have any dead action (i.e. dead code). 
Issues
We presented here a very simple example whose Petri net translation is compact, but this not always the case: a model can be very complex and by that we mean that the model can have numerous transitions and places. Complexity of the model comes from major impact features: period/offset which are not interval restricted to a point, allocations, and various minor ones, which we will not list here. The features possessing a major impact on model complexity are explosive according to the number of tasks inside a system. The more the tasks are present, the more complex the model will be.
Another important issue is about the automation of the approach. Even though a lot of practical cases will be efficiently handled automatically, there remains some cases for which this automation will not be possible. Indeed, there are two main issues: state space explosion, when the model is so complex that the memory space cannot hold every possible behavior; and undecidability, a theoretical limit implying that the model cannot be checked using a general algorithm: it is not generally possible to know whether a time Petri net is bounded whenever its underlying net is unbounded; extending time Petri nets with stopwatches introduces even "more" undecidability: when the underlying net is bounded, the analysis remains undecidable.
One practical problem linked to decidability issues, is that, as we just recalled, boundedness for time Petri net is not decidable. This means that the TINA explorer can never finish its exploration. This is the case when there is a deadline miss but nothing has been added to the POLA 3rd International Workshop on Verification and Evaluation of Computer and Communication Systems specification to prevent the resulting network to be unbounded. Indeed, from the translation you can remark that, on every period event, a token is stacked in the released place, but, if the task has not finished its computation yet, then there will be more than one token in the released place. For now, it is up to the user to handle this special case, or to check whether the net is bounded by k (k fixed by the user), which is checkable with TINA. Automatically bounding the model can be done in various but incompatible ways. Because of this, we leave this task for future works.
Experimentations
In this section we present some results obtained with POLA on the ARINC 653 and OSEK examples.
First of all, we will use the OSEK model presented earlier and some of its variants.
• Osek: original example model.
• Osek B: Like original version, but task T1's period equals 60.
• Osek C: Like original version, but task T1's period is reduced to 30 and its deadline to 6. Task T2's deadline is decreased to 17, which means that only T1, T4, and first action of T3 can happen before its execution. Task T3's deadline is decreased to 25. Finally a fourth task is created that belongs the second group, whose capacity is 1 and both period and deadline is 20. • Osek D: Add of a fifth task, without modifying anything else. This task is the highest prioritary task (and belongs to the first group), its period is equal to 15, its capacity and deadline are equal to 1. This example shows that if meta-period is a complexity factor, the number of tasks is too.
In version B, we modified the original model in such a way that its meta-period is doubled. Version C and Version B differs from the number of tasks and in version C, deadlines are tightened (at worst case execution time). In version D, we added yet another task without modifying the metaperiod.
The table data are, from left to right, the number of place (pl.) and transitions (tr.) of the generated Petri net, then the number of states and arcs of the behavior graph obtained using Tina. Then the total analysis time of the behavior graph generation added to the logical formula checking's time.
The last parameter states the meta-period of the system. The meta-period is the minimal time that must elapse in the system until it returns to its initial configuration. This is then the minimal analysis time period. This example shows that meta-period is a complexity factor and the growing number of tasks induces even more complexity.
Some modification are brought to the ARINC 653 system so that we can see the impact of the different characteristics on the analysis time length and memory consumption. The latter was not directly checked, but it directly follows from the size of the state space. Here are the modifications done to the model:
• Arinc 653: original example model.
• Arinc 653 A: Partition 1 duration is 1234 time unit and partition 2 is now 6789. Periods of partition 1 and partition 2 are equal to the partitions duration. Partition 1 task 1 capacity and deadline is 555 and task 2 capacity and deadline are set to 666. Partition 2 task 1 capacity and deadline are set to 2222 and task 2 capacity and deadline are set to 3333.
• Arinc 653 B: partition 2 is the same as in version A. Partition 1 duration, tasks period and deadlines are all set to 31. Task 1 capacity is now 5 and task 2 capacity is 6. • Arinc 653 C: Everything is like version A, except Partition 1 tasks are modified. Task 1 period and deadline are set to 23, and its capacity to 5. Task 2 period and deadline are set to 31 and its capacity to 6. • Arinc 653 D: Four partitions lasting respectively 50, 100, 160 and 410 time units after their start. In each of them, four identical tasks. The (Capacity,Period) couple for each of them is respectively (5,50), (15,100), (35,160) and (50,410) and Deadline = Period.
In version A, partition duration are greatly increased by a random number. Because tasks period inside their partitions are equal to the partition duration, the meta-period is the sum of the partitions' length. The tasks capacity is also changed to remain in the same order of magnitude as the period increase. In version B, partition 1' time length is drastically reduced, along with its tasks. This is to check the influence of having different order of magnitude. In version C, partition 1 is modified in such a way that its tasks have no more the same period as the partition. This implies that the meta-period of partition 1 is greatly raised (least common multiple = 879,842), implying an even bigger meta-period of the overall system: the value of the partition 1's meta-period does imply that partition 1 is ran 713 times, which in turn means that partition 2 is also executed 713 times before a new meta-period, thus the result of 5,720,399. In version D, 2 more partitions are added, implying a more complex scheduler. The meta-period value possesses a real impact on analysis cost. However, this is not the only one: even if meta-period is very low in D version, it was hard to check this model. This is because of the tasks number inducing lots of cases for the scheduler (this is noticable by the bigger size of the generated Petri net).
RELATED TOOLS
The tool list presented in this section is not meant to be exhaustive, but these tools are well known and usefull for the real-time community. Therefore, this is necessary to compare POLA to them.
The tool named TIMES [5] is the nearest to our work. Indeed, like POLA it uses model checking to verify properties on the input model. The mathematical task model is roughly the same (it uses capacity, period, deadline and priority) and the language used can be considered high level enough to be a domain specific language (tasks are explicitly defined). Unlike POLA, it does not allow to specify resources; nor can it specify behavior of a given task. In fact, the TIMES task model allows to model tasks with their characteristics but it is left to the user the hard work of implementing more subtle mechanisms. As this tool is based on timed automata, this should be considered possible, but is not something that can be done by a non specialist. The policy is also a divergence point, as it is written out of the model and hardwired in TIMES, instead of inside of the model for POLA. The policies used in TIMES are those presented as an example in section 2.
As for the analytical methods' domain, we wanted to emphasize on Cheddar [6] which is a well known tool that have the ability to compute sufficient conditions for schedulability, or to simulate task systems whenever the former conditions are not sufficient. As simulations cannot guarantee validity of the schedulability in the general case, this can only be used to strengthen the user's intuitions. This kind of tool, in our opinion, can be used as a complement to our: if the sufficient conditions are fulfilled, the answer will be given in no time, thus aleviating the time and resource consuming exact techniques required by our approach; and when the conditions are not, POLA is required to check a more precise schedulability analysis on the system. Unfortunately analytical techniques are not applicable on any system type and this is the case for the rather complex resource manipulation presented in the OSEK example, which is not specifiable using Cheddar.
CONCLUSIONS
We presented a new tool which brings new possibilities to the real-time system verification community. Although not perfect (no dynamic policies, for example), it allows, practically speaking, an even wider range of systems to be checked. Moreover, for the first time, users are allowed to integrate sheduler details inside of the model explicitly, without being required to implement it. It also adopts a top down approach rarely seen (if ever) in Domain Specific Language approaches, which allows the use of a high level and easy to use language, and the use of a lower level language used to alleviate some unhandled features (because of its very nature of DSL), and this in an integrated framework.
Because it was not the theme of this paper, the semantics and the translation have not been presented in this paper. We indeed know that the translation efficiency is crucial, as the more the translated Petri net's behavior will be compact the easier the analysis will be. In fact, during this work, it has been observed that another extension is much adapted than time Petri net with priority alone. This extension is being matured and will be the object of a future publication, thus furnishing a sound way to give the language semantics.
Although it is theoretically possible through Petri nets alone, and as a consequence in the behavior part of POLA, we think that it would be interesting for POLA to be capable of handling naturally priority ceiling protocols, or more generally priority inheritances protocols. Indeed, within the purely declarative part of POLA it is not possible to specify such a range of protocols.
As future works, dynamic policies are to be integrated since standard like OSEK, or ARINC 653 uses such policies (mainly FIFO and EDF). However, we think that the translation of the general pattern "min or max of any linear combination of the dynamic clocks p,d or c" will not be achievable.
